The strategy of psychopathy: primary psychopathic traits predict defection on low-value relationships
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Recent evidence suggests that psychopathy is a trait continuum. This has unappreciated implications for understanding the selective advantage of psychopathic traits. Although clinical psychopathy is typically construed as a strategy of unconditional defection, subclinical psychopathy may promote strategic conditional defection, broadening the adaptive niche of psychopathy within human societies. To test this, we focus on a ubiquitous real-life source of conditional behaviour: the expected relational value of social partners, both in terms of their quality and the likely quantity of future interactions with them. We allow for conversational interaction among participants prior to their playing an unannounced, one-shot prisoner’s dilemma game, which fosters naturalistic interpersonal evaluation and conditional behaviour, while controlling punishment and reputation effects. Individuals scoring higher on factor 1 (callous affect, interpersonal manipulation) of the Levenson self-report psychopathy scale defected conditionally on two kinds of low-value partners: those who interrupted them more during the conversation, and those with whom they failed to discover cues to future interaction. Both interaction effects support the hypothesis that subclinical primary psychopathy potentiates defection on those with low expected relational value. These data clarify the function and form of psychopathic traits, while highlighting adaptive variation in human social strategies.

1. Introduction

Humans are remarkable among animals for their propensity to cooperate across a range of non-kin relationships and social scales [1–5]. Against this backdrop, clinical psychopaths stand out as distinctly inhuman. Characterized by a constellation of antisocial traits and behaviours, including lack of empathy, lack of remorse, grandiosity, impulsivity, manipulation, aggression and social norm violations [6], clinically diagnosed psychopaths fail to sustain long-term reciprocal mutualisms, and they are alarmingly insensitive to reputation concerns and to the threat of punishment [7]. Clinical psychopaths apparently lack the very social emotions hypothesized to sustain relationships [8], and they are less likely to cooperate in social dilemmas [9], one-shot or otherwise.

Despite vulnerability to spoiled reputations and sanctions, psychopathy appears to be a stable genetic accompaniment to human nature across societies, albeit at relatively low frequencies [7]. What explains the persistence of this species-atypical personality trait?

Among the adaptationist theories of psychopathy (reviewed by Glenn et al. [10]), most (e.g. [11]) characterize it as a heritable, reliably developing ‘defector’ type that is selected for either (i) when rare (the frequency dependence hypothesis) or (ii) when able to escape sanctions through mobility or anonymous interactions (the social ecology hypothesis). These hypotheses are consistent with models of the evolution of cooperation in which unconditional defectors persist at low frequencies under certain conditions (e.g. [12]).
Empirically, however, psychopathic traits do not usually manifest as a categorical ‘defector’ type. In fact, the discrete classification of clinical psychopathy captures only one tail of a psychopathic trait distribution that extends well into non-institutionalized populations [13,14]. Few evolutionary approaches have considered the implications of continuous variation in psychopathic traits. This is unfortunate, because the fitness advantages of subclinical psychopathy may hold the key to explaining the persistence of clinical psychopathy within human populations [15].

Importantly, both clinical and subclinical psychopathy subsume two factors: primary, or factor 1 (F1), psychopathy; and secondary, or factor 2 (F2), psychopathy [13,16]. Although correlated [7], these two factors converge with distinct personality constructs [17–20], and are amenable to distinct ontogenetic and evolutionary explanations [10,11,21]. While secondary psychopathy taps impulsiveness and anxiety, primary psychopathy captures callous affect, and converges with Machiavellianism and low honesty/humility—traits at the core of psychopathic antisociality. Primary psychopathy is the focus of both the frequency dependence and social ecology hypotheses.

Belying the ‘defector’ type portrayal of primary psychopathy, several findings from economic games provide evidence for adaptive behavioural flexibility as a function of subclinical primary psychopathy, even under conditions that apparently disfavour clinical psychopathy. First, those higher in subclinical primary psychopathy may defect in one-shot games where there are no long-term benefits to cooperation [22], while cooperating in repeated interactions where sustained mutual cooperation is profitable [23]. By contrast, clinical psychopaths show a strong inclination to defect even in repeated games, when long-term cooperation would maximize pay-offs [9].

Second, those higher in subclinical psychopathy appear especially sensitive to the prospect of punishment. In an ultimatum game (UG), individuals scoring higher on the Machiavellian egocentricity subscale of the Psychopathic Personality Inventory [24] make higher offers when they face punishment for offering too little, while accepting low offers to their own benefit [22]. By contrast, clinical psychopaths do not make higher UG offers than controls, and they are especially willing to reject low offers [25].

Such results are complemented by studies of Machiavellianism, which is highly correlated with primary psychopathy [17] and may afford a similar adaptationist explanation [26]. High Machs are (i) less giving in a dictator game, yet more giving in a UG that includes the possibility of punishment [27,28]; (ii) less giving in the first round of a five-round public goods game [29]; (iii) more likely to accept low offers in a one-shot UG [30]; (iv) less likely to reciprocate trust as player 2 in a one-shot trust game [31]; and (v) more responsive to others’ decisions in a multi-round public goods game [29]. Of note, both those higher in psychopathy [23] and those higher in Machiavellianism [27] show patterns of brain activation during social dilemma decisions that are consistent with economically strategic behaviour.

These findings point to a potentially significant source of fitness benefits in subclinical primary psychopathy: the flexible exploitation of others through strategic responsiveness to explicit parameters such as interaction length or sanctions. This implies that the fitness advantages to flat affect and instrumental aggression may not be restricted to conditions that favour ‘defector’ types, such as rare-type advantage and high mobility.

One potentially ubiquitous context for strategic social behaviour involves the characteristics of interaction partners, or their relational ‘affordances’, which should critically influence social strategies when exogenous incentives are held constant [32,33]. Low-value social partners are potentially profitable targets of exploitation, given that they have few benefits to withhold in the future. The primary psychopathy continuum may correspond to a relative willingness to strategically exploit or invest in others based upon their appraised utility—which might motivate defection if partners are deemed of low-value, including if future interactions are unlikely, but which should motivate cooperation in interactions with valuable, long-term partners [34]. This stands in stark contrast to simplistic rules such as ‘always defect’ or ‘defect whenever possible’, the predominant strategies assumed in the psychopathy literature.

Unfortunately, previous adaptationist theories of psychopathy incorporate only the general characteristics of social environments; they say little about how psychopathy may influence reactions to the traits or behaviours of specific individuals. Likewise, in previous studies of subclinical psychopathy, participants have interacted with software algorithms, confederates, sham co-participants or anonymous, unseen co-participants lacking cues to relational value. In one exception, those higher in psychopathy showed a shift in brain activation towards strategic cooperation only when playing a repeated prisoner’s dilemma game (PD) with an in-group member [23], suggesting sensitivity to partner value. Consistent with a complementary sensitivity, those higher in subclinical primary psychopathy are especially perceptive of potential victim vulnerability [35].

The current study focuses on relational value as a source of conditional social behaviour in subclinical primary psychopathy. Specifically, we examine the influence of subclinical primary psychopathy on cooperation following face-to-face interaction. By combining methods from linguistic anthropology, social psychology and experimental economics, we present the first research to code verbal behaviour among strangers in detail, and link this to psychopathic traits and to decisions in an unannounced economic game, a one-shot PD. We hypothesize that, following conversational interaction, and in the absence of explicit punishment or reputation formation, individuals higher in self-reported primary psychopathy will opportunistically exploit those who lack cues to high relational value, while cooperating with potentially high-value partners.

Operationally, we focus on two aspects of expected relational value, defined as the product of (i) the net benefits one’s partner is likely to provide in a given interaction (quality) and (ii) the number of future interactions that are likely (quantity). We operationalized this in two predictions.

First, we expect more defection by individuals high in F1 psychopathy towards those who interrupt them more frequently. Interruptions cue low partner quality by indexing pairwise disrespect [36], which is widely inferred from pairwise violations of politeness norms [37], and which predicts received indifference, intolerance and even exploitation [38]. Interruptions reduce liking [36] and generate low ratings of leadership [39], suggesting that interruptions garner status and influence through force-based dominance, not prestige [40]—a costly strategy to have directed at oneself, especially in a putatively egalitarian context.
Second, we expect more defection by high F1s towards those with whom they fail to discover ‘common ground’ [41], or cues to the quantity of future interactions; in a college student population, these include sharing an academic major, a residence hall and other indicators of a shared social network (see below). The absence of common ground shrinks the shadow of the future and renders the current interaction truly one-shot, lowering overall expected relational value.

We also expect high F1 defection on low-value partners to occur unilaterally, irrespective of predicted partner behaviour. We include actor predictions of recipient game play to test this.

Finally, we expect a positive relationship between F1 psychopathy and total game-play profit, resulting from a combination of selective defection by individuals high in F1, and preferential cooperation towards those high in F1 owing to their putative glibness and charm [6].

As covariates previously shown to influence social dilemma decisions, we include measures of co-participant facial attractiveness [42], actor socioeconomic status (SES) [43] and common ethnicity [44], as well as a novel measure of sub-cultural similarity based on clothing and self-adornment. These last two measures allow us to distinguish our ‘common ground’ measure of expected future interaction from general similarity.

2. Methods

(a) Participants

This study has two phases involving separate groups of participants: (i) those who engaged in the conversations and the PD (conversation participants), and (ii) those who later rated photographs of conversation participants for facial attractiveness and cultural style similarity (raters). Conversation participants (n = 105, 60 female) were native English-speaking university students with a median age of 19 years, and a diverse ethnic composition: 36 white, 36 Asian, five Latino/a, five African-American, three Pacific Islander, two Middle Eastern, 17 bi-racial and one ‘other’.

We advertised the study as ‘small talk among strangers’ with a $10 show-up payment (US dollars), but we did not advertise the potential game-play earnings. Raters (n = 70, 49 female) were recruited from the same participant pool as the conversation participants, but during the following academic year. Raters were not asked their age or ethnicity. See the electronic supplementary material for discussion of the raters and rating protocols, as well as additional details regarding the participants, measures, procedure, transcription system and inter-rater reliability.

(b) Measures

Conversation participants played a simultaneous one-shot PD with each of two other participants. In each game, participants had an endowment of $3 to ‘transfer’ or ‘keep’. Participants were told that their co-players each had the same choice, and that transferred money would be doubled, so that if they transferred $3, the recipient would receive $6. Resulting total pay-offs are shown in table 1. Participants were also truthfully informed that one participant in each triad would receive a computer-generated random pay-off in order to obscure players’ choices and thereby protect confidentiality [45].

After each PD decision, participants predicted how that co-participant played towards themselves and the third co-participant. Following this, each participant completed the Levenson self-report psychopathy scale (LSRP) [16], a 26-item instrument that produces a two-factor structure (see above), and which is both reliable and externally valid [46]. In the LSRP, participants rate their agreement with statements on a four-point scale, from ‘disagree strongly’ to ‘agree strongly’. An example factor 1 item is ‘for me, what’s right is whatever I can get away with’; a factor 2 item is ‘I am often bored’. Participants were then asked their age, sex, ethnicity and childhood hometown with postcode. Finally, participants were photographed head-to-toe while assuming a relaxed, neutral facial expression.

Table 1. Pay-off matrix for player 1 (‘actor’) in each prisoner’s dilemma game. Pay-offs are in US dollars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>cooperate (‘transfer’)</th>
<th>defect (‘keep’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>player 1</td>
<td>($6)</td>
<td>($9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>player 2</td>
<td>($3)</td>
<td>($0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Procedure

Participants were scheduled in groups of four same-sexed individuals, the last-arriving serving as a ‘reserve’ in the event that two participants were already acquainted. Participants were kept visually isolated from each other while they read consent/instruction forms, which indicated they would converse with others, that it would be videotaped and that they would be asked some questions after the conversation. Each participant was given a letter-coded name tag (‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’) so that they could accurately identify each other during the game-play phase of the procedure. Participants were then brought into an adjoining room. After determining that the conversation participants were strangers to each other, an experimenter instructed them to converse for 10 min on any topics they wished, and then left the room, closing the door. Following the conversation, participants returned to visually separated cubicles containing laptops running z-TREE v. 2.1 [47], which led them through all game play and questionnaire measures. A second experimenter sealed cash pay-offs in envelopes, whereas the first experimenter (ignorant of participants’ z-TREE responses) photographed, paid and debriefed each participant separately.

(d) Data analysis

We transcribed and coded the first minute, and two other random segments, of each 10-min conversation. J.H.M. transcribed these selections using a version of the Jefferson transcription system [48], which includes finely detailed recording of the onsets and offsets of talk, gaps in talk and overlap of talk by different speakers. J.H.M. coded these portions for ‘interruptions’—overlaps that began at points other than when the speaker was finishing an utterance or turn (a ‘transition-relevant’ point). J.H.M. also coded the full conversation for discovery of dyadic common ground, which included sharing an academic major, an acquaintance, a residence hall, a hobby or other indications of possible shared social networks. All transcription and coding was carried out while blind to participants’ PD decisions and questionnaire responses.

To create facial attractiveness and style similarity variables, we calculated the mean rating across raters, for each conversation participant (attractiveness) or for each dyad (similarity). We standardized the following variables as z-scores: individual facial attractiveness (separately for each sex); individual total, F1 and F2 LSRP scores; and dyadic cultural style similarity. As an estimate
Table 2. Bivariate logistic regressions of hypothesized independent variables on probability of actor (i) predicting cooperation by recipient and (ii) choosing cooperation towards recipient. \( n = 206 \) for all tests except income on predictions (\( n = 200 \)), income on game play (\( n = 198 \)), and F1 LSRP on predictions (\( n = 208 \)). Robust s.e. calculated based on number of individual actors (one-half of \( n \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>independent variable</th>
<th>(i) bivariate regressions on actor predictions</th>
<th>(ii) bivariate regressions on actor game play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>median household income in actor’s childhood postcode</td>
<td>( 1.02 \pm 0.01 )</td>
<td>( 1.03 \pm 0.01 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recipient’s facial attractiveness (standardized by sex)</td>
<td>( 1.36 \pm 0.21 )</td>
<td>( 1.42 \pm 0.25 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interruptions min(^{-1}) of actor by recipient</td>
<td>( 0.64 \pm 0.20 )</td>
<td>( 0.41 \pm 0.14 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor’s F1 LSRP score (standardized)</td>
<td>( 0.74 \pm 0.14 )</td>
<td>( 0.68 \pm 0.15 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor’s F2 LSRP score (standardized)</td>
<td>( 0.87 \pm 0.15 )</td>
<td>( 0.80 \pm 0.16 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common ground (yes = 1)</td>
<td>( 1.51 \pm 0.46 )</td>
<td>( 1.33 \pm 0.42 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethnic similarity (same = 1)</td>
<td>( 0.99 \pm 0.32 )</td>
<td>( 0.96 \pm 0.36 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>style similarity (standardized)</td>
<td>( 1.01 \pm 0.15 )</td>
<td>( 0.99 \pm 0.15 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of SES, we used median income of the childhood postcode participants provided (\( n = 99 \)), based on the US Census Bureau’s 2000 database [49]. For each dyad, we calculated two unidirectional interruption rates (A interrupts B, and vice versa) as the number of interruptions per minute of transcribed conversation.

We used bivariate and multivariate logistic regression models that accounted for the non-independence of each person’s two game-play choices through the inclusion of robust standard errors of the odds ratios, clustered by individual [50,51]. Total PD profit was calculated as the sum of each participant’s earned pay-offs vis-à-vis each of his/her co-participants (range: $0–18). We used two-tailed tests for all bivariate regressions on predictions and game play, and for the multivariate predictive models of game play, but a one-tailed test of the relationship between LSRP scores and total PD profit. The data for this study can be accessed in the Dryad repository [52].

3. Results

All measures showed adequate reliability (see electronic supplementary material). LSRP F1 and F2 were correlated at \( r = 0.38 \) (\( n = 105 \), \( p < 0.0001 \)). Each of 105 participants was asked to play two PDs, yielding an expected sample size of 210 PD choices. Two participants declined to play, reducing the number of transactions to 206. Of these, 136 choices (66%) were to cooperate and 70 (34%) were to defect. Of the 103 participants who made PD choices, 64 (62.1%) chose cooperate towards both co-participants, 31 (30.1%) chose defect towards both co-participants, and eight (7.8%) cooperated towards one co-participant and defected towards the other. Actors’ predictions and game play were highly correlated (\( \chi^2 = 109.840 \), \( p < 0.0001 \)).

PD choice was not associated with (i) participant sex, (ii) participant recruitment source (posted flyer or course participation pool), (iii) laptop cubicle position, (iv) assigned letter code or (v) whether actor was the participant facing the camera.

Table 2 shows two sets of bivariate logistic regressions: the effects of the independent variables on the probability of actor predicting cooperate from recipient (column 1), and the effects of those independent variables on the probability of actor choosing to cooperate towards recipient (column 2). Actors were more likely to cooperate when (i) actor’s childhood postcode had a higher median household income, (ii) recipient was more facially attractive and (iii) recipient interrupted actor less frequently. Actors with lower F1 LSRP scores were marginally more likely to cooperate. Actor’s hometown income and recipient’s attractiveness were both positively related to actor’s predictions of recipient cooperation, whereas recipient’s interruptions and actor’s F1 LSRP were unrelated to actor’s predictions. Actor’s F2 psychopathy, discovery of common ground, ethnic similarity and style similarity were not associated with actor predictions or game play.

Table 3 shows two multivariate logistic regression models of the probability of actor choosing to cooperate. Model 1 includes five of the independent variables from table 2, excluding actor’s F2 psychopathy, ethnic similarity and style similarity. This model also includes the predicted interactions between actor’s F1 LSRP score and (i) recipient interruptions, and (ii) discovery of common ground. This model produced the lowest Akaike information criterion (AIC) [53] score of any model incorporating combinations of these variables, outperforming models using total LSRP or F2 LSRP in place of F1 LSRP, as well as those including ethnic or style similarity in place of common ground. Moreover, none of these excluded variables produced significant main effects or interactions. Model 2 adds actor predictions of recipient game play to model 1.

Holding the other independent variables constant, two main effects are evident in model 1. Actor is more likely to cooperate when (i) recipient is more facially attractive and (ii) actor’s childhood postcode had a higher median household income. There are no main effects of F1 LSRP score, interruptions or common ground. However, both interaction effects involving F1 psychopathy are significant. First, when participants fail to discover common ground, those higher on F1 are more likely to defect (figure 1). When participants do discover common ground, F1 LSRP score is not associated with probability of cooperation. Second, participants with higher F1 LSRP scores are more likely to respond to interruptions by defecting (figure 2).

Model 2 adds actor predictions as a covariate. As evident in table 3, predictions have a massive effect on actor game play, and multiply the explanatory power of the model.
Adding predictions in model 2 has several statistical effects: (i) the main effect of recipient attractiveness disappears, (ii) the main effect of recipient interruptions moves towards marginal significance, and (iii) the interaction of common ground and F1 psychopathy moves away from significance. The interaction of F1 psychopathy and interruptions is strengthened by the addition of actor predictions.

Individuals higher in total LSRP earned higher total profits than those lower in total LSRP ($n = 105$, $p = 0.017$, $\beta \pm$ s.e. = 0.954 ± 0.441). Unexpectedly, LSRP F1 was only marginally associated with total profit ($n = 105$, $p = 0.056$, $\beta \pm$ s.e. = 0.718 ± 0.446), whereas LSRP F2 was significantly associated with total profit ($n = 105$, $p = 0.014$, $\beta \pm$ s.e. = 0.982 ± 0.440). Receipt of cooperation was positively associated with LSRP F2 (clustered logistic regression, $n = 206$, $p = 0.028$, odds ratio = 1.33), but not with LSRP F1 ($p = 0.42$, odds ratio = 1.04) or total LSRP ($p = 0.21$, odds ratio = 1.16).

4. Discussion

By quantifying subtle aspects of open conversations preceding an unannounced one-shot PD, we documented a previously overlooked yet potentially significant source of adaptive benefits in primary psychopathy: defection on low-value social relationships. We found support for two forms of conditional defection as a function of subclinical primary psychopathy: participants scoring higher on F1 of the LSRP were more likely to defect towards co-participants.
who (i) had interrupted them more frequently, and with whom (ii) they had failed to find common ground. Both variables should factor into a computation of expected relational value, in that they capture, respectively, the quality [34] and the duration [1] of a prospective social relationship.

Defection towards frequent interrupters was not driven by predictions about their PD play, suggesting that this defection was ostensibly unilateral. We also obtained no evidence that such defection was impulsive or driven by anger, nor that higher primary psychopathy potentiated greater frustration, or less self-control, given the same frustrating event [54]; interrupted high-primary participants gave no indication of impulsively responding during the conversation, and were no more likely to interrupt after being interrupted (M.M.G., M.K. & J.H.M. 2013, unpublished data). During the conversation, participants were ignorant of the upcoming game, so they probably were not waiting for confidential revenge. Instead, their reactions to being interrupted took the form of cold defection towards an undesirable social partner, specifically one who had failed to respect them [36]—a slight that suggests a strategy of dominance and cost imposition, and to which people higher in primary psychopathy may be particularly sensitive [55,56]. However, reinforcing our interpretation of this effect as resulting from low partner value and not from a psychopathy-specific problem with authority, neither clinical psychopaths nor those higher in subclinical psychopathy show any deficits in authority-based moral reasoning [57,58].

We also found that a lack of common ground between participants reduced cooperation rates among those higher in primary psychopathy. Common ground included a shared social network, shared course of study, similar residence location or activity patterns and other cues to likely future interaction (see electronic supplementary material). This variable went beyond mere ‘personal’ conversation [59] and measured discovered aspects of a shared social environment. We found no effects of ethnic or style similarity, suggesting that common ground did not tap mere similarity or compatibility (sensu [60]). Thus, the established enhancement effect of face-to-face interaction on cooperation in one-shot social dilemmas [61]—which may depend on cues to future interaction [4,62], and may function through elevated other-regarding preferences [59]—appears qualified among those higher in psychopathy, requiring especially reliable and concrete information about future interaction. Otherwise, those higher in primary psychopathy appear unmoved by face-to-face interaction.

Interestingly, the inclusion of actor predictions in model 2 had divergent effects on our two interaction variables—the interruption effect was strengthened, whereas the common ground effect became only marginally significant. This pattern supports our prediction that interrupters were defected upon unilaterally as low-value prospective partners. However, interpreting the effect of predictions on the common ground interaction is less straightforward. While this effect is consistent with predictions mediating high F1 defection in the absence of common ground, it is also consistent with common ground being a third variable that influences both predictions and game play in parallel [63]—common ground is symmetrical within a dyad in a way that interruptions are not, and perspective taking would lead defectors to predict defection in symmetrical cases even if defection did not hinge on this prediction. Of note, we elicited predictions after game-play decisions, giving the latter causal priority.

Our findings raise a number of important proximate questions. It remains unknown whether those higher in primary subclinical psychopathy are (i) more likely to devalue others (or devalue others to a greater extent), or (ii) more likely to act antisocially on the same devaluation, perhaps due to less concern with sanctions. We expect both factors to play a role. Future research should investigate the interplay of devaluation and sanctions, such as whether those higher in subclinical primary psychopathy can be encouraged by punishment or reputation to cooperate even with low-value partners, and whether high-primary-psychopathy participants show normal emotional commitment to high-value partners. Of note, those higher in psychopathy can be induced to ‘show concern’ for others through an in-group manipulation [64], suggesting that high-value relationships can motivate commitment-like behaviour, although not necessarily commitment emotions [8]. Future research could also address the context-specificity of our measures of relational value, specifically interruptions. While interruptions may cue social costs when they occur in putatively egalitarian, non-competitive contexts such as our small talk paradigm, the dominance of an interrupter may index future benefits in the context of coalitional competition or asymmetrical coordination games [65]. If interruptions are about partner value, we expect their effect on defection to be attenuated in the latter contexts; if, alternatively, those higher in psychopathy are generally put off by interruptions—perhaps owing to their own sense of grandiosity [6,56]—then context may not matter. Finally, future research using a finer-grained measure of individual differences [66] should seek to tease apart the relative contributions to strategic social behaviour of primary psychopathy and Machiavellianism.

In the full model including covariates, two main effects emerged. First, more attractive participants received more cooperation, although not when controlling for predictions of their behaviour. This result accords with previous research showing that more attractive participants receive more cooperation because they are expected to cooperate [42]. As an empirical fact, most humans cooperate flexibly and conditionally [67], and these data underscore that point.

Second, those higher in SES were more likely to cooperate, although this effect was small. This result is opposed to those of Piff et al. [43,68], who have found across a range of studies that higher-SES individuals are less generous and more unethical. However, unlike the interpersonal contexts studied by Piff et al., our methodology includes face-to-face conversation, which may have brought high-SES participants closer to their interlocutors, making them more likely to share their greater resources. Of note, our sample showed a truncated SES distribution; only 25 per cent of the participants were from postcodes with median incomes less than the nationwide median of $50,000, and only 10 per cent were from postcodes with median less than $40,000. Future research should explore the interaction of SES and social closeness on generosity across a range of SES disparities.

Finally, we found a modest positive effect of LSRP scores on total PD profit. This result emerged from the confluence of two non-significant trends: high LSRP scores cooperated less, but received more cooperation, than low LSRP scorers. Surprisingly, this result was driven by the receipt of cooperation by those higher in secondary (F2) psychopathy rather than in primary (F1) psychopathy. However, we did not quantify the visible traits or behaviours that elicited such cooperation. Future research should seek to replicate this result and determine its
eliciting conditions, for instance by measuring emotional expressivity [69] in secondary psychopathy.

5. Conclusion

The two forms of conditional defection associated with subclinical primary psychopathy and the higher profits of those higher on the LSRP are consistent with the hypothesis that subclinical primary psychopathy is an adaptive social strategy disposed to defect [11]. Our effects further highlight the situational and strategic nature of this defection. This fits with previous research documenting strategic flexibility as a function of subclinical primary psychopathy [22] and the related construct Machiavellianism [29], and builds on it by using more naturalistic methods that highlight partner value as a strategic consideration (see also [70]). Significantly, we documented no costs to subclinical primary psychopathy—they were no more likely to be predicted to defect, and no more likely to be defeated upon [71]—raising the possibility that the costs to primary psychopathy are more likely to accrue to those with extreme versions of the trait (e.g., [72]). Although clinical psychopathy may prove adaptive only in social environments that facilitate the unconditional exploitation of others, subclinical psychopathy may function more broadly in environments that present occasional opportunities for defection vis-à-vis particular low-value relationships. When cued to the possibility of a long-term, profitable relationship, subclinical psychopathy appears compatible with the establishment of a cooperative mutualism, however strategic its basis. Primary psychopathic traits may thus persist in a population without selection for extreme (i.e. clinical) psychopathy.
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